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Abstract
Automated abstracts classification could significantly facilitate
scientific literature screening. The classification of short texts
could be based on their statistical properties. This research
aimed to evaluate the quality of short medical abstracts classification primarily based on text statistical features. Twelve
experiments with machine learning models over the sets of text
features were performed on a dataset of 671 article abstracts.
Each experiment was repeated 300 times to estimate the classification quality, ending up with 3600 tests total. We achieved
the best result (F1 = 0.775) using a random forest machine
learning model with keywords and three-dimensional
Word2Vec embeddings. The classification of scientific abstracts might be implemented using straightforward and computationally inexpensive methods presented in this paper. The
approach we described is expected to facilitate literature selection by researchers.
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Introduction
Automated text classification methods could significantly facilitate scientific literature appraisal by researchers, especially in
systematic reviews [1–3]. It might be valuable to save a substantial amount of time while screening articles related to the
subject of interest or enable automatic literature tracking for
certain topics. Health professionals could produce systematic
reviews faster, increasing publication activity and sparing time
to focus on extra research.
The typical process of identifying eligible studies begins with
abstract screening. The scientific abstracts selection could be
approached as a binary classification task. Thus, the collection
of short texts is divided into two classes: relevant (e.g., related
to the topic) and irrelevant. Earlier our group has conducted a
study on short abstracts classification with word embeddings
and shallow machine learning (ML), reaching the F1-score =
0.78 [4]. We continued with new text classification approaches
utilizing pre-trained large neural language models that provided
impressive gains in many natural language processing (NLP)
tasks, such as text and speech processing, lexical semantics
analysis, relational semantics extraction, and parsing. The abstracts classification quality was substantially improved using
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) technology to the best F1-score = 0.857 [5]. Simulta-

neously in that study, we evaluated the classification quality using the ensemble of shallow ML models with BERT and obtained a lower F1-score = 0.853 [5]. Therefore, we wondered if
any alternative methods could augment BERT in the ensemble
and improve the classification quality.
Among various approaches to improve automatic text classification, the calculation of statistical text features could be considered. F.A. Sheikha and D. Inkpen (2010) showed F1-score =
0.985 on the binary classification task of full-text documents
based on the text statistical features [6]. The collection of documents contained articles from Reuters corpus, technical texts,
personal letters and emails, spoken language texts. Documents
were split into two classes: formal and informal texts.
Z. Faguo et al. (2010) reported that short text classification is
possible using the text statistics and explicit rules and achieved
the precision = 0.893, recall = 0.658 as the best result (F1-score
= 0.758) [7].
This research aimed to test the quality of short medical abstracts
classification primarily based on text statistical features. If the
approach proves efficiency, we might consider text statistics for
inclusion in ensembles with machine learning models to improve the short text classification quality.

Methods
Dataset
The dataset for experiments was obtained from PubMed while
performing a systematic review of artificial intelligence (AI)
applications in neurosurgery in July 2019 [8,9]. The articles
were manually split into relevant and irrelevant classes. Relevant papers were eligible for inclusion in the systematic review.
Feature engineering
The basic text statistical features we considered could be divided into four groups:


Character statistics



Word statistics



Statistical ratios



Keyword statistics

At the first stage of our experiments, we calculated the set of
text statistical features without keyword statistics for each document in the training subset and used only these features to train
ML models.



The numbers of short (n_short_words) and long
(n_long_words) words. We considered the word as
short if its length was less or equal to five characters
and long if it was longer than five characters.



The average word length (mean_word_len) in characters.

Character statistics



The average sentence length (mean_sentence_len) in
words.

Character statistics were the number of symbols belonging to a
specific distinct set. Such features included:



The number of abbreviations in the document (n_abbreviations). This text statistic was calculated before
the lemmatization to keep the original abbreviations.



The number of unique abbreviations (n_different_abbreviations).

At the second stage of our approach, we added the keyword statistics to the basic features.
At the third stage, we added three-dimensional Word2Vec vectors to the above-mentioned features. We split Word2Vec vector values into three columns and handled them as separate features of the subset.



The number of any symbols in the document
(text_len)



The number of symbols mapped in the American
standard code for information interchange (ASCII) table (ascii_letters)



The number of uppercase letters (uppercase)



The number of lowercase letters (lowercase)



The number of digit symbols (digits)



The number of punctuation symbols (punctuation).
These included: dots, commas, exclamation and question marks, different parentheses, and other punctuation marks.



The number of space characters (spaces). These included all the ASCII characters denoting the
whitespace: the characters space, tab, linefeed, return,
formfeed, and vertical tab.



The number of special symbols (spec_chars) included
all the symbols that did not meet in ascii_letters, digits, punctuation, or space characters.



The number of characters used within the study results
(result_chars): the equals sign, the colon character,
the percent sign, the tilde sign.

All the character statistics were transformed using a decimal
logarithm to reduce the variability in ranges.

All the word statistics, except for mean_word_len and
mean_sentence_len, were transformed using decimal logarithm
to reduce their values and the range. The values of
mean_word_len and mean_sentence_len were transformed
with MinMaxScaler provided by the sklearn python package.
As a result of the transformation, the new values varied in the
range between 0 and 1, where 0 was assigned to a minimal value
across the training subset, and 1 was assigned to a maximum
value across the training subset.
Statistical ratios
Statistical ratios reflected the ratios between various text statistics. We selected the list of ratios that qualified for the classification task:


The ratio of uppercase to text_len (uppercase_to_text_len)



The ratio of digits to text_len (digits_to_text_len)



The ratio of spec_chars to text_len
(spec_chars_to_text_len)



The ratio of result_chars to text_len (result_chars_to_text_len)



The ratio of punctuation to text_len (punctuation_to_text_len)



The ratio of n_short_words to n_long_words
(n_short_words_to_n_long_words)



The ratio of n_nouns to n_words
(n_nouns_to_n_words)



The ratio of n_adjectives to n_words (n_adjectives_to_n_words)



The ratio of n_verbs to n_words
(n_verbs_to_n_words)



The ratio of n_adverbs to n_words (n_adverbs_to_n_words)



The squared ratio of mean_word_len to n_words
(mean_word_len_to_n_words_squared). This ratio
was calculated by finding the ratio of mean_word_len
to n_words, then adding 1 to the ratio and square it to
expand the range of values.



The squared ratio of n_abbreviations to n_words
(n_abbreviations_to_n_words_squared). This ratio
was calculated in the same way as
mean_word_len_to_n_words_squared: first finding
the ratio of n_abbreviations to n_words, then adding 1

Word statistics
Word statistics were various statistics calculated on a higher
level of document entity — words and sentences. These features were:




The number of words in the document (n_words). We
applied a lemmatization on the entire document before
counting words. This group contained only nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs.
The number of parts of speech, including the number
of nouns (n_nouns), the number of adjectives (n_adjectives), the number of verbs (n_verbs), and the number of adverbs (n_adverbs) in the document.



The number of sentences in the document (n_sentences).



The number of stop-words in the document (n_stopwords). These words were commonly used pronouns,
prepositions, conjunctions.



The number of unique words within a document
(n_different_words). This number was decreased after
lemmatization, so n_different_words showed the actual quantity of unique lemmas.

to the ratio and square it to expand the range of values.
We did not apply any additional transformations (scaling or
logarithmic) to the statistical ratios.

were used as a test subset. Automated sampling stratification
was applied using the sklearn python package to keep the subsets class-balanced. The total number of tests performed was
3600 (3 stages x 4 models x 300 resamples).

Keyword statistics

Results

Keyword statistics represented the occurrence of the pre-defined keywords. Having expertise in the subject domain, we
were able to add some keywords as features to the ML models.
Keyword statistics had the potential to improve the classification quality. However, it is possible to run our algorithms without keyword statistics in case they are not available.

A total of 630 articles were manually assigned to the relevant
(n = 323) and the irrelevant (n = 307) classes prior to experiments. The results within each series of 300 tests were averaged
for each ML model combined with a certain set of features (12
combinations).

Initially we defined the set of keywords we wanted to track:
machine, learning, learn, training, train, algorithm, model, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, score, predict, predictive, feature. Lemmatization preprocessing depressed the morphological diversity, but some terms, such as “training” and “train”,
remained in adjective and noun forms of part of speech accordingly. Thus, we consolidated similar keywords into comprehensive terms.
The final list of keywords: machine, learn, train, algorithm,
model, accuracy, predict, feature was labeled as keyword_machine, keyword_learn, keyword_train, keyword_algorithm,
keyword_model, keyword_accuracy, keyword_predict, keyword_feature accordingly.
We calculated the number of each keyword occurrence in the
documents. An overall counter of all keywords (n_keywords)
was set as a separate feature.
Word2Vec embeddings
We proposed adding three-dimensional (the dimensionality
was established experimentally) Word2Vec (W2V) vectors as
features to improve the classification quality. W2V embeddings
were calculated on the training subset. Three new columns, corresponding to the three dimensions of each document vector,
were added to the train and test subsets: w2v_0, w2v_1, w2v_2.
Dataset characteristics

The average classification quality metrics for the 12 experimental series are demonstrated in Table 2 in descending order
of F1-score. The type of ML model is presented in the “ML”
column. The “W2V” column shows whether the W2V embedding dimensions were added to the text statistical features. The
“KW” column indicated if keyword statistics were used in ML
models.
Validation accuracy (accuracy measured on a validation dataset), F1-score, and the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC) are referred to in the columns
“VAC”, “F1” and “AUC” accordingly.
Table 2 – Classification quality metrics
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ML
RF
RF
NB
NB
SVC
LR
SVC
LR
RF
SVC
LR
NB

KW
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

W2V
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

VAC
0.769
0.770
0.763
0.764
0.741
0.742
0.721
0.720
0.669
0.662
0.660
0.656

F1
0.775
0.766
0.763
0.762
0.742
0.741
0.721
0.715
0.671
0.664
0.658
0.647

AUC
0.777
0.768
0.764
0.764
0.744
0.744
0.725
0.718
0.671
0.665
0.658
0.649

Major dataset characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 – Dataset characteristics
Characteristic
text_len
n_words
n_short_words
n_long_words
n_sentences
n_abbreviations
digits

Min

Max
300
25
2
22
2
0
0

3261
293
108
191
23
51
215

Mean
1610.87
131.51
38.83
92.68
10.33
9.93
23.93

The best result (F1 = 0.775) was achieved by using an RF model
with keywords and W2V components added. RF model without
W2V elements achieved F1-score = 0.766. Thus, adding W2V
increased the classification quality with the RF model by
1.17%. The inclusion of W2V vectors into the feature space increased F1-score by 0.13% for NB, 2.91% for SVC, and 3.64%
for LR.
RF model without keywords and W2V embeddings achieved
F1-score = 0.671. Implementation of keyword statistics improved the classification quality by 14.16% compared to the RF
model without keywords. For the other models adding keywords increased F1-score by 8.66% for LR, 8.58% for SVC, by
17.77% for NB.

Classification
We used four ML models for the binary classification of abstracts into relevant and irrelevant classes at every stage of our
approach: random forest (RF), logistic regression (LR), support
vector machine classifier (SVC), and naïve Bayes (NB). Each
experiment with one ML model applied to a specific set of text
statistical features was repeated 300 times with automated
resampling to estimate the average classification quality. The
number and combination of features were different in distinct
tests. In each experiment, the training subset was randomly
sampled as 80% of the initial dataset, while the remaining 20%

Discussion
Our study focused on a binary classification of short scientific
medical texts into user-defined classes, which is more challenging than full-text classification. The classification of articles on
full texts might provide significantly better results. However, a
real-world practice implies selecting abstracts to be a much
more common first-stage process narrowing the literature
search to the citations that should be “full‐text” screened. Abstracts are obviously much more accessible than full texts.

In this study, we considered the development of classification
models through three consecutive stages. The important aspect
of our classification approach was its independence of the text
content, length, and specificity. We observed that an increasing
set of different statistical text properties improves the quality of
ML. The best result in the current study was F1-score = 0.775,
close to that we obtained previously on word embeddings with
the same dataset (F1 = 0.78) [4]. Thus, the classification of short
summarized scientific texts grounding on primarily text statistical features can be comparably used as a standalone solution.
We also found that the application of statistical features jointly
with word embeddings to a certain extent augments the solution. That is why the presented methods should be considered
for further experiments in combination with word vectors and
neural language models. Text statistics may additionally contribute to the target variable in the ensemble models.
The impact of keywords for short text classification might be
increased using the method described by Y. Gu and J. Shen
(2019) [10]. The authors expanded the number of keywords in
each short text by similar keywords selected with distance metrics in W2V vector space.
The results of our study demonstrated that the automated classification of scientific abstracts into user-defined classes could
be accomplished by using relatively simple and computationally inexpensive methods. This approach allows the implementation of text classification even if only a small dataset is available. It does not require high-performance servers with graphics
processing units (GPUs) compared to the BERT technology.
We did not fine-tune hyper-parameters for ML models during
the tests, using the defaults provided by the sklearn python
package. This allowed us to focus mostly on data preprocessing
and feature engineering. We expect that ML models' fine-tuning will improve the classification quality. In our future studies,
the new text statistics would be tested and ML models hyperparameters tuned.
We consider testing new ML models, also in an ensemble design. E.g., such an option might be a high-performance topic
memory network (TPM) presented J. Zeng et al. (2020) [11],
which enabled multi-label classification of short texts and
achieved the best F1-score = 0.964 for Snippets dataset (eight
labels) [12], F1-score = 0.851 for TagMyNews dataset (seven
labels) [13].
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Conclusions
The classification of scientific abstracts might be implemented
using relatively simple approaches presented in this paper.
These methods are expected to facilitate the selection of literature by researchers, potentially increasing their productivity and
research performance.
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